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YOUR SACRED WEALTH
CODE GUIDE



If you have a transformational business, it 's l ikely that your core

purpose in l ife is to help people. Transformational business owners

are some of the most inspiring people in the world. Why then do so

many of them struggle to make ends meet?
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You should be able to make a difference

AND a living.

Your Soul already knows what you're supposed to be doing to make money

and create wealth. What most people don't know, however, is that there are

unique personal codes available to every one of us that can act as a catalyst

for prosperity and growth if we know how to tap into them.

By following your Vedic Astrology and knowing your Sacred Wealth Code you

can find your unique gifts and the type of work that you can easily thrive in, and

that's where you will attract the ideal high paying clients and customers.

Vedic Astrology shines a light on your sweet spot, that intersection of what you

are divinely appointed to do, who you are divinely appointed to serve, and how

you are meant to blend those for expansion and wealth.

This book is meant to show you how to discover your own Sacred Wealth

Code so you can attract the ideal client and customers that you are truly

meant to serve and take your conscious business to the next level.

By following my own Sacred Wealth Code I took

my business to a steady six figures doing the work

in the world I was meant for and making the

difference I 'm here to make.



It wasn't always this way.. .  10 yrs ago I had a world class yoga

and healing arts center that had 6-figure sales, but I was not taking

home enough money to pay the bills. I  had a lot of sales and no

profits. In fact, even though I had a seemingly successful business,

each month I was going further in debt. 

I  was on purpose using my gifts to do the work I was meant to do,

but at a huge cost because I was not following my Sacred Wealth

Code.

Working that hard and making no money is a heavy burden to

carry. I  was in so much pain. . .  I  was in the Dark Night Of The Soul. I

was trying to run my business in a spiritual way, but it was fail ing

and my world was crumbling.

Having tried everything to make it work, or so I thought, I  ended up

losing the business and my marriage. I was a single parent and was

totally burnt out mentally, physically, and emotionally.

Thanks to some deep spiritual work, I  realized that this had all

happened because I was not following my Sacred Wealth Code. In

fact, I  was working from the shadow side of my wealth code, which

included being over responsible and believing that to be

successful I had to do it all alone. At the time I was unconsciously

setting myself up to go broke and fail ,  instead of succeed and

create a lot of money for myself.

Realizing that I was out of alignment with my Sacred Wealth Code

began my journey to realign what I was doing and the way I was

doing it to manifest more money while still  honoring my purpose.

I picked myself back up, grateful to know that there was a way to

fix it all ,  and started following my Sacred Wealth Code. I quickly

attracted my ideal high paying clients and created a profitable

business within just six months.

It 's possible for you too.
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Know Your Sacred Wealth Code

Your soul already knows what you are supposed to be doing...

Everyone has their own unique wiring for making money based on their Soul

Blueprint. Vedic Astrology is a scientific lens to look through that reveals our

Soul Blueprint. It is not about prediction. It's about understanding and following

your soul's choices.

Your Sacred Wealth Code is an important part of your Blueprint and if you're

not following it, chances are you are not making the money you want or you're

making it in a way that does not feel authentic to you.

The thing is...

If you tune in, pay attention, and really get honest with yourself you can "feel"

when you're not following it or not. If you're happy and thriving in your career

and business, have ideal clients and customers, and a steady flow of income

then you're on track with your Sacred Wealth Code.

If you're frustrated and unhappy in your career or business, lack clarity, are

struggling to find your ideal high paying clients and customers, and don't have

the cash flow you want... you're not following your Sacred Wealth Code.

Yes! I Want My Sacred Wealth Code Reading

https://soulutionary.mykajabi.com/store
https://soulutionary.mykajabi.com/store
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1. Your big WHY: Why = Purpose

There are 5 key steps that you must take to start following your

Sacred Wealth Code now, so that you can open the valve to

consciously creating your cash flow and to finally stop worrying

about money.

It is crucial to know why you want the money. Why you want to take

your business to the next level, have more ideal clients, and create

more wealth. Then you are connected to purpose and purpose will

pull you forward.

For me, it's all about freedom and making a difference. When my

business was struggling I felt trapped. I had no time and no money.

I longed for a sense of freedom to travel with my kids, buy a home,

and go on a retreat. I was making a difference, but was too tired to

make the difference I really wanted to make for the people closest

to me.

Your soul knows your big WHY. Your heart is the pathway to your

soul. Get something to write with and record your answers.

Take a few deep breaths.

Tune in to your heart by putting your hand on your heart or

breathing as if you are breathing through your heart.
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Tell yourself the truth:

  :  Why do I want to take my business to the next level and

    consciously create more money?

  :  Why is that important to me?

  :  What will that make possible for me?

Great!

Now you have your WHY! Read this daily and keep it posted in front of you

where you work. I go deeper into defining and activating your WHY

in my Soulutionary Mentoring and Mapping services, 

but I promise you, if you do stay connected with your why you will

be on the path to your Sacred Wealth Code and attracting more

ideal high paying clients, and creating more wealth.

http://www.soulutionary.com/services/
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2. Unlock your passion so you can deliver

the most value to your ideal clients and

customers.

Passion comes from your soul and is l ike jet fuel for your Sacred

Wealth Code. When you're in your passion you have a direct

connection and are activating your Sacred Wealth Code, you're

poised to attract your ideal clients and customers, increase your

profits, and thrive doing the work you were meant for.

When you're not in your passion you're not even near an onramp to

your Sacred Wealth Code and are tired and broke.

Take a few deep breaths.

Tune in to your heart by putting your hand on your heart or

breathing as if you are breathing through your heart.

Tell yourself the truth:

  :  What is your Passion?

  :  What inspires you?

  :  What l ights you on fire?

  :  What do you daydream of?

It 's crucial to take action to be in your passion daily so you are

connected to your Sacred Wealth Code and can deliver the most

value to the clients and customers you are here to serve. 

Answer this question daily to discover your Inspired Action. Write it

down and DO IT!

What's one Inspired Action I can take today

to be in my passion?
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3. Activate your Wealth Gifts

You have gifts and talents. There are things that you are either

naturally good at or have practiced and mastered that actually turn

you on. You are brill iant, alive, and authentically YOU when you are

using your gifts in your business. This is what your high paying

clients come to you for.

When you are just doing the things you are good at but don't love

to do, or doing what you think you have to do, you're not activating

your gifts. You're not doing the work you were meant to do. You're

not attracting your ideal clients. You're not activating your Sacred

Wealth Code and making more money.

What are your greatest gifts?

I  can do so many things, and that is what got me to fail at my yoga

center. Just because I can administrate, organize, and facil itate,

doesn't mean I thrive when I do them. Now that I focus on my gifts,

of clarity, deep connection, intuition, strategy, finding creative

solutions and making them a practical reality, I  have a thriving

business.

What are your gifts?

Tune in to your heart, as I described above, so you are connected

with your soul and do a stream of consciousness writing exercise

to find your answer. Just let it flow and then look at your l ist and

pick your top five gifts.

You can also send an email out to a few friends and ask them this

question:

What do you see as my special gifts?

This can be quite tell ing. In a Sacred Wealth Code Reading with me

we pinpoint your true gifts and how to turn them into cash, but if

you make it a priority to use your gifts in your business you will be

activating your Sacred Wealth Code and doing more of what you

were meant to do. This is what your high paying clients really want

from you and they will pay you for it!

https://soulutionary.mykajabi.com/store
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4. Breakthrough the number one fear that

is holding you back from consciously

creating the money you want.

What keeps you from following your Sacred Wealth Code and

making conscious choices about increasing your business and

money, is limiting beliefs .  These beliefs often show up as fears.

You acquired most of these beliefs when you were a child as a

strategy to keep you safe, loved, or valued. They are not part of

your programming in your Sacred Wealth Code. They are not your

true soul coding. You acquired them and you can release them.

If you're struggling with something, that means you simply don't

understand something about what you're struggling with. Your

limiting beliefs are like parts of you that are casting votes behind

the scenes against  what you want.

Here's the great thing.. .

You can't have a problem without having a solution as well. They always come

together. Awareness precedes change, and to change what's not working you

have to be aware that it's not working. If you don't have the ideal clients and

customers you want then it's time for something to change.

Yes! I Want My Sacred Wealth Code Reading

https://soulutionary.mykajabi.com/store
https://soulutionary.mykajabi.com/store
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Tell yourself the truth:

Tune in and answer these questions. Remember, your Soul already

knows.. .

  :  What is the #1 challenge that is stopping you from taking your    

    business to the next level and attracting high paying clients?

  :  What are you afraid of?

  :  Is what you are afraid of presently true? Not true in the past, but

    true now?

What's one Inspired Action I can take to support myself in

overcoming this fear? Take that action! You can't afford not to. The

only thing holding you back is YOU, and you have the power to get

in sync with your Sacred Wealth Code.

In my Soulutionary Mentoring and Mapping services we take it

deeper and breakthrough all your l imiting beliefs around wealth,

money, worthiness, value, and being seen in the world; to name a

few. If you take the action you came up with above, you will be

taking a powerful step in the direction of creating more wealth.

http://www.soulutionary.com/services/
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5. Discover your Sacred Wealth Archetypes

to activate your Sacred Wealth Code.

Each planet in Vedic Astrology represents several archetypes. The

combination and placement of these planets indicates your Sacred Wealth

Code. Your gifts, passions, and purpose that you identified above will give you

some valuable clues to which archetypes are yours. Pick the ones that most

resonate for you and then bring them into the way you do business.

If you are a Connector - Teacher - Organizer then you will want to create

structures to organize what is important to you and your clients. Make sure you

are connecting deeply with your clients so you know their deeper desires and

needs, and with your unique expertise teach them the principals to get them

the results they are looking for.



Great Connector, Artist,

Diplomat, Muse,

The Beautiful One

VENUS

Leader, Celebrity,

King, Politicians 

Teacher, Visionary,

Spiritual Teacher, Lawyer

SUN

JUPITER

SACRED WEALTH ARCHETYPES 



IN A SACRED WEALTH CODE READING I
GIVE YOU THE WEALTH ARCHETYPES

YOU ARE CHARTED FOR.  

Honorable Warrior, Engineer,

Promoter/Producer 

MARS

Persevering Leader, Administrator,

 Organizer 

Communicator, Writer,

Techie,

Business Person/Marketer

SATURN

MERCURY



 SACRED WEALTH ARCHETYPES 

Great Nurturer, Divine Mother,

Queen, Collaborator

MOON

Material Wealth

Magician, Alchemistr 

Spiritual Wealth

Intuitive, Rebel

RAHU

KETU
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IN A SACRED WEALTH CODE READING I
GO DEEPER INTO IDENTIFYING YOUR

UNIQUE ARCHETYPES FOR YOU.

By now you can see that when you get in sync with your Sacred

Wealth Code you can find the work that you thrive in, attract your

ideal clients and customers, and take your business to the next

level to increase your wealth and impact.

If you're ready to find the work you can thrive in, up level your

business, and create the profits and abundance you deserve,

then click below for your Sacred Wealth Code Reading.

Yes! I Want My Sacred Wealth Code Reading

https://soulutionary.mykajabi.com/
https://soulutionary.mykajabi.com/
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About Prema Lee Gurreri

Prema Lee Gurreri  has helped thousands rewire their  minds for success

and trust their  soul's instincts via Soulutionary's Soul Success Map™.

Prema helps leaders, entrepreneurs, visionaries, and change agents take

inspired action to "unlock" their  Sacred Wealth Code™. 

Through an intuitive approach to building businesses and her patented

Soulutionary technology, Prema's cl ients manifest wealth and  create

meaningful l ives by doing what they are meant to do. It  isn't merely

about financial  success: her cl ients report gaining fulfi l lment,  happiness

and contentment as they fol low their  path.  Prema l ives by what she

teaches and has built  her own multiple six-figure business using the

same principals she teaches her cl ients. She's an experienced advisor

that you can trust.
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